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5 years ago, a deadly virus ravaged the Sky Force galaxy, spreading to all the galaxies across
the cosmos. Within moments, every human being died and the remaining Sky Force survivors
set out to destroy the entire universe to prevent such a tragedy from ever happening again.
And now it’s back, bigger, bolder, more intense than ever. You are the last remaining hope…
Don’t miss out on the biggest, most intense and challenging scrolling shooter ever. Sky Force

Anniversary is the proud 10th Anniversary edition of the original hit game for mobile. From the
makers of acclaimed games like Frontline Commando, Titan Attack, Space Hulk and BlackOasis,
Sky Force Anniversary now has a brand new look and feel. The lush 3D visuals, intuitive touch
controls and sublime soundtrack will keep you coming back for more. You can say goodbye to

fast loading times and no loading screens. With stunning visuals, an intuitive touch control
scheme and addictive gameplay, Sky Force Anniversary is the ultimate retro-futuristic shooter.

The ultimate Shooter with a difference. Sky Force Anniversary is the ultimate retro-futuristic
shoot 'em up. Combining the best aspects of modern, mobile gaming and classic arcade

shooters, Sky Force Anniversary is a spectacular experience. A Visual Explosion. Fire your
blasters. Take down the enemy! A Closer Look At Sky Force Anniversary. A beautiful and

immersive action game with colourful visuals. The Signature Style. Touchable controls with a
classic twist. A fantastic soundtrack with the epic sounds from the flagship Sky Force games.
Accessible yet exhilarating for all. Game Modes. Upgrading your ship. The Classic Mode. This

game of exhilarating shoot 'em up action puts you in the cockpit of your space fighter. You have
a shield, missiles, rockets, lasers, tons of enemies and an infinite supply of energy. Collect

planets, fight your way to the boss and destroy them all! Complete victory missions against
increasing difficulty levels and perform special attacks to reduce the number of enemy ships
you’re forced to destroy. Jetting. Single-player Arcade Mode. The highlight of the game. Jump

into the cockpit of an arcade fighter and blast through a series of hostile environments and take
down countless enemies. Shoot your way to the boss. Shoot down enemy laser beams and

Features Key:
Stylus-controlled weapons

In the same vein as “FPS mechanics, only more insane”

Co-op campaign (v 1.0.1.0)

2-person will win
Auto-complete and rotate saves
“Friend of the Father” difficulty
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Co-op campaign (v 0.9.1.0)

2-person will win
Auto-complete saves

- 

Controls

+ 

Game Key Features

+
Stylus controlled weapons+
In the same vein as “FPS mechanics, only more insane”

+ DIGGLE: THE MYTH OF FENRIS
+ SMUT: THE FOURTEEN FACTORS OF PAIN
+ RPG: THE FOURTEEN NAMES OF GLOMB CONSTANTIN
+ MMORPG: THE SIXTEEN FATALITIES OF LEATHER
+ First time, Digital Extremes publishes their own project on Android devices. + There’s no fork
of the OS, there are games for Google Play as on the Apple Store. + The game will have to be
inserted on the Android device and, of course, the network connection will have to be always to
Google Play. A clear program and no downcast from one platform to another. When? Oh là là! +

Available Now
 +
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